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Why go to an expensive salon when it’s so easy to appear to be a million bucks without
spending a dime? use pretty accessories as finishing touches, therefore much more.perform” for
the occasion. apply molding wax to sculpt your hair; Color photos and easy to follow
directions guide you each step of just how, and all the styling fundamentals are clearly
organized: how to use a diffuser to increase the volume and accentuate curls; From lengthy,
romantic tresses to brief and sassy, it features beautiful hairstyles for every trim. Whether for a
black-tie party, a night at the movies, or an ordinary trip to the office, Spectacular Hair gets
the right &#147;
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Great, not great.I believe this could be a wonderful asset for a new stylist, and for those of us
who want to learn new ways to manipulate our locks, I believe there are benefits of owning this
reserve."THE BAD": Based on the front cover, I assumed I'd found a publication that featured
step-by-stage directions on sophisticated night hairstyles. Deliberately Misleading First the title
of the publication is deliberately misleading, simply because will be the photos on the front
cover. The vast majority of styles in this reserve are obviously oriented to the 14-23 year-old
audience and very few work for evening (especially black-tie or white-tie functions). Even the
designs that appear to be oriented for such make use of have a rather extreme and faddish
twist to them. There are predominantly the next types of styles:1) krimped, crazy hair,2) hair
sticking out almost everywhere and with a somewhat disheveled appearance,3) hair fashioned
to look like hats,4) "little-female" braids,. I was a little bit disappointed when I opened the book
to find that many of the hair styles required hair extensions..even a gal with a mohawk that's
black and blue! It is fun to expirement with the styles tho. Also, the hands of an expert would be
useful. I was very disappointed in this volume. Those that DO look like for the even more demure-
minded almost exclusively require quite long hair (down the trunk), so those folks with hair
somewhat below shoulder length would not have much success despite having those.Now, "THE
GOOD". Not super impressed with the varieties of styles.For these reasons, I added a
supplementary star. Mainly teen/faddish styles 3 1/2 STARS. However, general, if one is
searching for a book to learn the art of creating formal styles (an inference to which the cover
would clearly business lead you), this is simply not your publication. If you are searching for
funky, "out-there" designs, this book will certainly facilitate that. Great how to book for
professionals I think most of these hairstyles were described well and given thorough enough
how exactly to info and images to go with them, however there were a couple that were still a
little confusing. The designs are for more elegant eveing or outings appears compared to
something you might throw up for a party. Five Stars these will end up being fun to try step-by
step is done well.There are several great hairstyles in here. I was very surprised at the entire
look of the publication.. Over fifty percent of the 46 hairstyles either require hair extensions or
extremely very long natural hair. My hair is medium size and there were only a small number of
hairstyles that I could actually practice without using my extensions and I understand a lot of
people don't possess the expensive added length. Which means this is a warning to those who
have shorter locks!In addition to the fact that most of the hair styles require longer hair, these
hairstyles aren't street wear. A lot of the hair styles are high style and would look totally idiotic
somewhere else but a runway. If you are studying hairstyles and techniques then this book
shows many unique styles step by step. But, if you are attempting to learn some fresh tricks for
your personal hair style, I wouldn't suggest this book. Sadly, this book isn't it. Images are
obvious and step-by step is done well. In fact a few of them resemble the "stick your finger in a
light socket" style and others resemble a hairdo that's nearly to come undone.Also, the vast
majority of these styles are ones that one just can't do herself. Don't waste your money buying
it. Find something else instead and get yourself a better buy. Truly for Spectacular hair, and
Professionals You gotta have the hair of Repunsal to accomplish most the looks in this reserve.I
recommend this reserve for the professional who spent some time working in salons, not really
the newbie. Lots of extras light hair sponges (??) and extensions are required. To be honest, I
cannot also fathom where some of these styles will be appropriate, especially considering the
effort and time they take to assemble. I think you obtain the picture. In case you are a pro, get
it, several different ideas.Overall I believe this is a great value and the pictures are wonderful.
This is a very top quality product which in-person is just as advertised. These looks aren't very



usable The hairstyles on the cover of the books are most likely the only wearable styles! Yes, it
does show how to do these styles BUT they look nothing like the book front. Five Stars very easy
to follow and beautiful hairstyles Not super impressed with the varieties of styles Acceptable for
client perusal. This book:1) does contain beautifully offered and clearly illustrated photos,2)
includes instructions are obvious and concise,3) features many styles that do not need any
fancy gear or add-ons to execute,and4) contains many techniques a moderately creative-
minded person could easily adapt into more appropriate styling.
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